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Overall evaluation: 
For my planning I'm going to be using a calendar to mark down all my tasks, goals, and 
milestones.  I originally decided on using my diary but decided against it as when I was trying 
to write the tasks down I kept running out of room and it became quite messy. I found when 
using the calendar on google it was easier to put everything in the dates and I could multiple 
tasks on one date, I can also colour code everything to make it easier to read.  I am going to 
also use sticky notes app for a Mac home screen and reminders app, I use these two apps 
as if something is due I have the note to reminder on the desktop screen and a reminder that 
would appear also on the desktop screen. 
 both had the date to tell me when certain tasks will be due.  
The use of the review sheets allowed me to effectively manage the resources I needed to 
complete the project as I could plan for when I could use my own laptop and I needed to use 
the school’s computers which have the adobe software on them. The review sheets were 
also useful in allowing me to review the goals and change them as I needed to.  
Overall my planning research has gone well, this is because I could find out about the 
different types of planning tools and find out what ones would work better for me. Finding 
different planning tools was helpful as I started to use a diary for writing all my tasks, goals, 
and milestones down but it was becoming hard to read and if I wanted to include notes with 
the task then I would have to write off the page as there would be no room for me to write 
next to my task, I also found colour coding was easier on a calendar on a computer. This is 
because I could change the colour anytime if it was required but if I needed to change the 
colour in the diary then it would become messy and hard to read again. 
My use of the google calendar, sticky notes, review sheets enabled me to complete my 
Magazine on time



   


